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ARCTIC CIRCLE DRIVE ADVENTURE 

Arctic Circle Drive Adventure 
 

Notes 
Morning Guide Logistics  

MORNING 
 
Guides should arrive at NATC one hour and 15 minutes prior to the tour departure. 
 
Guide Briefing. The guest service coworker will provide briefing on logistics and details 

associated with the day and experience. They will have a guide box and guide clipboard 
ready for you. 

 
Check your guest list. If any of your guests are staying at the River’s Edge Resort, River’s Edge 

R.V. Park or the Westmark, you may be providing their morning shuttle. (On the guest 
list, ERT stands for East Ramp Terminal, and means that the guests will transport 
themselves to/from NATC). 

 
Update logbook. 
 
Sign certificates. One tip for making it easier to keep track of guests’ names at the end of the 

day when handing out the certificates is to take an extra minute and organize the 
certificates in the same order as the names on the guest list. 

 
Check guide box. Make sure it has everything you need (esp. sat phone) and add extra trash 

bags or wet ones if you need them. 
 
(5:30 am) Position guide box and personal supplies in the vehicle. Put video chip in card reader 

for first video (if applicable). 
 
(5:30 am) Complete a pre-trip inspection. Look over pre- and post-trip vehicle condition 

reports and complete Approach, Start, Walk-around, and Interior Inspection. 
 
(5:45 am) Depart terminal to pick up guests. If you have guest pick-ups, you need to leave 15 

minutes prior to the scheduled pick up time. Usually, you will use a shuttle van. Take a 
cell phone with you in case you have any problems or no-shows. Sometimes guests will 
need to pay or have vouchers to give you for the trip—ask them to give these to guest 
services coworker. 

 
(6:15 am) Return to Terminal. Stop the van so that guests can debark in a place that is not 

easily visible from inside the terminal (remember that the other guests have had to 
provide their own transportation). Invite guests to help themselves to coffee/tea and 
hear the guest services coworker’s orientation. 
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Check in with Guest Services Coworker. Let the GS Coworker know that you are back, and ask 
when they will be ready for you to pull around.  

(~6:25 am) Pull the coach around. Stop far enough back that guests can get out the door and 
down the stairs before forming a line to get on the coach. Usually having the front of 
the coach parallel to the gate works well. 

 
Go inside to greet guests. Listen to the end of the GS Coworker’s orientation and then lead 

your guests outside to the coach. 
 
(6:30 am) All guests on board, vehicle in motion! 

EVENING 
 
Pass out surveys as you leave Joy. If you have a small or medium sized group, you may want 

to wait until Hilltop. 
 
Call the office from Hilltop. This is important so that the office will know when to expect you 

and be ready to do shuttles. Touch base about shuttles – most of the time Guest Services 
will take care of shuttles, but sometimes you may need to help, depending on what 
time you arrive back in town. Touch base about possible certificate corrections. 

 
Between Hilltop and NATC: Communicate to guests why they had a great time on the tour. 

Thank them for coming and sharing the day with you. Reaffirm and recap all of the 
experiences of the day. Let them know that you had a great day with them. Let them 
know that you are proud of who you work with and ask them to spread the word 
(Trip Advisor!) if they enjoyed the tour. 

 
Park at NATC. Park along the left side of the driveway with the front of your coach/van in 

line with the pole. 
 

Wait in the coach for a Guest Services Coworker to come out and greet you. The GS 
Coworker will probably have seen you coming and be waiting on the steps. The GS 
Coworker will board the coach, welcome the guests back, confirm shuttles, and invite 
guests inside for the certificate presentation. The GS Coworker will also slip certificate 
corrections to you as furtively as possible. 

 
Present Arctic Circle certificates. Go inside the terminal ahead of your guests. Greet guests as 

they come in and invite them to circle up. Wait until everyone is together as a group 
and present certificates with enthusiasm and ceremony, no matter how late it is. 
Reiterate that it was a good day. Say goodbyes. Assist with shuttles if needed. 

 
Park the coach in the same place you got it from in the morning, along the south side of the 

building in front of the line of vans. 
 
Complete a post-trip inspection. Complete a walk around and shutdown procedure. Don’t 

forget to record the odometer mileage! 
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Unload coach. 
 

Remove all trash from seat backs, floor, cup holders, etc. 
Bring trash to dumpster 
Gather guide supplies and remove guide box. 
Remove your personal belongings. 
Remove coolers and outfitting supplies.  

 
Unpack outfitting supplies. 

Put remaining carrots and cool-whip in outfitting room fridge 
Extra cake can be placed in the café coworker fridge. 
Ice pack in outfitting room freezer 
Extra cups, napkins, candy, Andy’s mints on outfitting room shelves in their proper 

places 
 
Unpack guide box.  
 

Put sat phones on top of the filing cabinets near the HR nook—make sure to check the 
battery level and plug the phone in to charge if needed. 

Put mosquito repellent, wet ones, paper towels, etc. NEATLY back on their appropriate 
shelf in the guide room. 

 
Report gratuities. Fill out the tips reporting form and place it in the box marked as such. 

Information supplied on this form will be kept confidential.  
 
Tip out your coworkers. There is a container in the guide room. Vehicle cleaners and night ops 

crew work hard every night all summer long to make your job easier. 10% of your tips 
is a minimum! 

 
Finalize paperwork. 
 

Fill out a Guide Comments form. Paperclip it to the front of your Guest Surveys and 
put them in the appropriate box. 

Complete the post-trip vehicle condition report. 
 
Fuel receipts should go in the “NATC CC” box in the accounting nook. Make sure your name, 

tour type and vehicle name are on each receipt. 
 
Update your logbook. 
 
Fill out your time card.  
 
Make sure the guide room is NEAT before you leave. 
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HAVE A WONDERFUL EVENING AND GET SOME SLEEP 

 

Logistics 
 

Fairbanks to Arctic Circle & return 

 

Guide Arrival: 
5:15am 
 

  Touch Base with Morning Guest Services 
Prepare coach with guide box 
Make certain you have a sat phone 
Order lunches 
Sign certificates 

 

5:25am Pre-trip vehicle 
Load cooler & guide box materials 

 

5:45am GUEST PICK-UPS (always leave 15 minutes prior to scheduled 
pick-up) 

 

River’s Edge 
6:00am 

Check names for correct spelling 
Collect vouchers 

 

6:15am Return to terminal 
Invite guests to get coffee etc. 
Introduce them to Guest Services 
Bring coach around to front of building 

 

Depart NATC 
6:30am 

 
Introductions 
 
 

Nitty Gritty 
Orientation – 

Tanana Valley 
and Yukon-
Tanana Uplands 

Highway route 
 

Fox Creek Mine Stop briefly to explain placer mining and point out sluice, 
rocker, settling ponds etc. 

Gold 
Fairbanks 
Permafrost 

Elliott 26 Not a stop! Point out pipeline view 
Set expectations for the day – Joy, Livengood, Dalton 

Highway, Pipeline, Yukon River, Arctic Circle, tundra walk 

Recognizing where 
there is 
permafrost 

Homesteading – 
story of Joy 

Elliot 49 – Joy Use outhouses    
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8:15am 
 

Offer wet ones 
Bring guest into store and greet Joe, Nancy or host 
Perform walk-around 
Make sure movie is ready 

Depart Joy 
8:45am 

 Rural lifestyle 
Education 
Elliott Highway 
Livengood – Alaska 

Gold video 
Dalton Highway 

DH 1 – DH Sign Stop for photos 
Offer carrots 
Switch movie 

Lands 
Pipeline 

DH 26 – pipeline 
10:10 – 10:30am  
 

Explain pipeline mechanics 
Offer candy basket 

More Pipeline 
Pipeline video 
Yukon River 

Dalton 47 Call in to Yukon River Camp on CB. Keep calling until YRC 
responds 

 

Yukon River 
11:30-12:00 

Explain stop: 
Use restrooms at restaurant 
Guests pick up lunches 
Drop off comat 
Walk-around 
Pick up Tundra Mud 

Climate 
Forests 

Finger Mountain 
1:20pm 

Serve after dinner mints (if moveable feast) 
Interpretive trail 

Arctic Circle 
caribou 

Arctic Circle  
2:10pm 

Ceremonial crossing… roll out the red carpet!! 
Walk-around 
Serve Tundra Mud 
Offer water & wet ones 

 

Somewhere in the 
Kanuti 

Tundra walk Permafrost Frontier 
video 

7 mile station Call in to Yukon River Camp on CB  

Arrive Yukon River 
4:45pm 

Explain stop: point out road to river, visitor kiosk 
Walk-around 
Fuel van (NOT coaches) 
Join guests for dinner 
Take guests down to the river 
Get after-dinner movie ready 
Update log book 

 

Depart Yukon River 
6:00-6:15pm 

 Salmon 
Alaska Native 

cultures 
Forest of Eyes or 

other video 
(Livengood) 

Arrive Joy 
8:00pm 

Use restrooms 
Walk-around 
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Depart Joy 
8:30pm 

Pass out surveys  

Hilltop Call office 
Coordinate shuttles 

Recap highlights of 
the day 

Arrive NATC 
10:30pm 

Use restroom 
Arctic Circle certificates 
Say goodbyes 
Return shuttles as needed 

 

11:00pm Strip coach 
Post-trip inspection/post-trip report 
Read surveys 
Fill out guide comments 
Logbook/timecard 

 

 
 

Narrative 
 

Nitty Gritty 

1. Safety 
 

Vehicles are worked on every night  
CB/Sat phone  
Safe stops 

No backing 
No getting out on highway  

Seat belts  
 
2. Comfort 

 
Rest rooms  
Windows  
Heat/AC  
Paper towels/wet ones/trash bag  
PA volume  
 
3. Information/Enjoyment 

 
Interpretation: story of the Arctic  
Planned stops/also will stop in/along road when safe  
If you see something I don’t see…  
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Questions (pass it forward)  
 
4. Treat people and place with respect 

 
Take garbage out with us 
No feeding the animals or leaving food to attract animals 
Yield to truckers  
Service providers along the road  
 

Fairbanks 
 
2nd largest city in Alaska (2011 population: 99,000 Borough; 32,000 City) 
Northern edge of the Tanana Valley 
Alaska Range 100 miles to south  
 

Landscape Geology – Yukon Tanana Uplands 
 
Tectonic interactions of Pacific and North American plates 
Formation of granite plutons and veins of gold 
Pleistocene (~10,000 years ago) cold but no glaciers in interior Alaska 
Tanana River Valley—largest glacially fed river in world 
Wind-blown silt (loess) covers Yukon-Tanana Uplands (2—200 feet) 
 
 

Highways and Route 
 
Steese 1928 to Circle and Central gold mining district 
Elliott 1932 to Livengood gold mining district 
Dalton 1973 to Prudhoe Bay oil fields 
 
 

Gold 
 
Placer vs. Hardrock 
 

Placer gold has been weathered out of its original formation through natural processes. 
Placer mining is extracting this gold from the ground. 

Hardrock mining is extracting gold that is still trapped in its formation rock. 
 

Mining Act of 1872 
 

Do some prospecting, show that there is likely gold  
Go to mining office (state or federal) $150-$200 to file claim 
Max claim size 20 acres  
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Gives you subsurface gold rights to the area  
$50/year per claim as of 5-10 years ago 
 

1970s environmental acts 
 

Protected streams by regulating turbidity  
Required reclamation after conclusion of mining operations  

 
Four Eras of Gold Mining 
 

1. Lone prospectors 
1860s on  
1896 Klondike gold rush  
1898 - Frustrated miners spill into Alaska  
1901-1902 Fairbanks 
Olness, Fox, Chatanika, Ester, Cleary  
Ended when “easy” to get gold in higher concentrations ran out and became less 

economic to mine  
 

2. Small scale mining companies 
1903 to present 
Steam powered equipment (including small dredges) 
 

3. Fairbanks Exploration Company 
WWI-1950s 
Electrically driven stacker dredges 
Able to efficiently mine gold at lower concentrations 
Really slowed down when FDR set price of gold at $35/ounce in 1937  
A few operated into the 50s  

 
4. Resurgence of small scale mines  

1971 Nixon allowed price of gold to fluctuate again  
(OPEC oil embargo, inflation, price of gold went up)  
Continues to this day, handful of small scale mines operating around Fairbanks  

 
5. Large scale mines  

 
A. Fort Knox/True North  

1998 – Fort Knox acquired by Kinross Gold Corporation, a Canadian company 
Kinross is the third largest gold producer in North America by reserves  
Two open pit mines, True North mine is currently suspended  
Mine production rate varies between 110,000 and 145,000 tons per day of 

total material  
Fort Knox largest mine of its type in North America  
0.72 gram gold per ton of rock mined  
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B. Pogo Mine  

Started up in 2006 by Sumitomo Group (Japan) 
Underground mine following diffuse quartz veins 
Processed 930,836 tons of ore in 2009 and gleaned 389,808 troy ounces of 

gold 
 

Fairbanks 
  
1901 
E.T. Barnette 
Sternwheeler Lavelle Young 
Felix Pedro 
Chena River 
 

Wickersham Dome 
 

Highest point between Fairbanks and Atigun Pass (3207 feet)  
 
Permafrost 
 

Any ground that remains frozen through more than 2 consecutive summers 
82% land in Alaska is permafrost—either continuous or discontinuous  

Discontinuous: a patchwork of frozen and unfrozen ground  
Continuous: all frozen  

Bottom of permafrost from 10’-2000’ deep (beneath that heat of earth melts it)  
Top of permafrost is inches to yards beneath the surface  
“Permafrost” is a temperature definition, not a composition definition  

Permafrost silts may have 40-60% of volume as ice  
Permafrost gravels only 1-4% is ice  
Permafrost formations can include: ice films, lenses, layers, pore fill, sheets, mounds, ice 

wedges, etc.  
 
Permafrost is always covered by the active layer  
The active layer freezes in winter and thaws in summer 
It can be a few inches to a few yards deep depending on 

Latitude – more shallow as one goes north 
Elevation – more shallow as one gains elevation 
Slope orientation – north-facing slopes receive less solar energy and have a shallower 

active layer 
Angle of slope – determines how much solar energy/unit of surface area warms a given 

location 
Vegetative cover – different types of vegetation (or lack thereof) insulate the ground to 

different degrees (sphagnum moss is highly insulative.) 
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When permafrost thaws it becomes unstable (how unstable depends on what was frozen—
building on permafrost silt is like building on ice cube!)  

The active layer, when underlain by permafrost, is very poorly drained. When plants die, they 
decompose very slowly and the decomposed material does not drain away. The soil 
becomes acidic, and forms a cold peat bog. This is excellent insulation because peat has 
very small pore spaces (sand, silt, and gravel have big pore spaces so they transmit heat 
well).  

Black Spruce can handle these cold, wet, acidic conditions, so when you see a black spruce 
forest, you can bet on finding permafrost underneath it. [Birch can also grow over 
permafrosted areas but only when they occur on steeper, well-drained slopes.] 

Aspens, white spruce and cottonwood cannot tolerate permafrost soils. Where you see a mixed 
deciduous forest, this is an indication that there is no permafrost in that area. 

 
Pipeline is built above ground over (thaw-unstable) permafrost. 
 
Thaw bulbs are formed by 

1. Running or standing water 
2. Disturbing the vegetative layer (by man or by nature) 

 
If you remove the active layer, the permafrost beneath will melt. If you compress the active 

layer by driving over it and squeezing the water out, it is like compressing a sleeping 
bag—it loses its insulating value. 

 
 

Joy/Homesteading  
 
Dick and Joy Griffin  

Homesteaded in 1967 
Raised two children  
Lower 48—Homestead Act 1862-1976  
In Alaska Homestead Act allowed in 1898-1986 (not much land really open at the end)  

 
Joe and Nancy Carlson  

Came to Alaska in 1975  
Bought 40 acres from Griffins  
23 children (5 homemade, 18 adopted)  
Many foster children (over 40)  
Modern day subsistence lifestyle  

 
Rural Education 

 
Alaska is very rural and spread out. Many villages do not have road access. 
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Currently, need 10 students in a community to get state funding for a school (has fluctuated in 
past)  

In general costs ~3x as much to educate rural student as urban student  
 
1973-1974 Molly Hooch court case  
Previously state only provided elementary education in villages  
For secondary education rural students (mainly Alaska Native) had to travel to boarding 

schools  
Traumatic, expensive, couldn’t visit home often or at all  
Molly Hooch case (settled out-of-court) deemed this situation created unequal access to 

education, which is illegal in the U.S.  
 
Northern Lights School  
 
Open 1979-1990; 1994-1999 
 

Elliott Highway 
 
Originally mining trails for foot/dogsled  
1934 Highway (basically wagon road)  
1959 Upgrade (all weather)  
1968 (pipeline) “Kamikaze Trail”  
1979 current road (hard surface to mi 28)  
1993 further upgrades  
2002 paved  
 

Livengood 
 
Not pronounced “livin’ good”  
Last major gold discovery interior Alaska 1914  
Jay Livengood and several friends  
People lived here through 50s, 70s  
No one year round any more  
Used to be able to get here via Tanana River to Tolovana River to Tolovana tramway 
 

Dalton Highway 
  
425 miles long; 416 miles to Deadhorse, 9 more miles to ocean  
Built to access the oilfields and for construction of the pipeline  
1969-1970 first 56 mi to Yukon River built by the state  
1974 last 360 miles from YR to Deadhorse built in 5 months by Alyeska  
1975 bridge completed (prior to bridge trucks drove across on ice bridge in winter and took 

hovercraft ferry in summer)  
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1978 Alyeska turned road over to state of AK  
1980-81 road open to public as far as Dietrich (mile 205 on south side of Brooks Range)  
1995 road open to public all the way to Deadhorse  
Now can drive all but final 9 miles through oilfields to Arctic Ocean—have to go on BP shuttle 

bus  
 

Lands 
 

1. Alaska Natives – no private land ownership 
2. 1741-1867 – Russian America – fur trading 
3. 1867 – Alaska Purchase (365 million acres at $7.2 million) 
4. 1884 – First Organic Act – District of Alaska 
5. 1912 – Second Organic Act – Territory of Alaska 
6. 1959 – Alaska Statehood Act – state government awarded 26% of all lands in Alaska 
7. 1971 – Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act – Native corporations receive 44 million acres 

(12% of lands) 
8. 1980 – Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act – Federal government takes 105 

million acres out of the selection process to hold in Parks, Refuges etc. for the American 
public 

9. Less than 1% of all lands in Alaska are privately owned 
 

Pipeline 
 
 Timeline 
 

1968: Oil discovery Prudhoe Bay  
How to get it out? Ship, submarine, aircraft, pipeline  

 
1969  

1st 56 miles of Dalton Highway  
Waiver to land freeze of 1966  
Pipe purchase from Japan  
 

1970  
National Environmental Policy ACT (NEPA)  
Alyeska Formed  
NEPA lawsuit—everything on hold  

 
1973: Pipeline Authorization Act  

Vice president Spiro Agnew had to cast deciding vote in Senate 
 

1974: Haul Road  

1975: First pipe 
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1977: First oil  

June 20: in at Prudhoe  
July 28: arrived in Valdez  

 
Mechanics 
 
Specs  

800 miles long  
48” interior diameter 
½” thick steel pipe  
3.75” fiberglass insulation  
40-60’ sections  
420 miles above ground; 380 miles below ground 
54’ to 300’ right-of-way  
Max grade 55% (at Thompson Pass) 
Highest point 4739’ (at Atigun Pass) 

 
Parts  

Vertical support member (78,000) 
Horizontal support member 
Shoe 
Teflon 
Bumper 
Refrigeration fins 
Valves (178) 

83 check (one –way) 
71 gate (stop both ways) 
23 block (stop both ways) 

Headache Bars 
 
Concepts  

Zigzag construction allows pipeline to move 
Annual expansion and contraction of the pipeline minimal because oil keeps 

temperature relatively constant 
Startup and restart expansion 
Earthquakes (built to withstand up to 8.5 Richter magnitude) (was a 7.9 magnitude 

on the Denali Fault in November 2002)  
 

Refrigeration fins 
Keep permafrost from melting  
Tubes filled with anhydrous ammonia  
AA boils at 28°F  
“heat” from permafrost causes AA to boil, steam rises up, heat transferred to air  
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Only works when air is colder than condensation temp of AA=wintertime  
Supercool ground in winter so will stay frozen in summer 

 
Pigs  

These are mechanical devices that are sent through the pipeline periodically to 
perform various tasks. 

Smart pigs have sensors to detect corrosion, pipeline thickness, etc. 
Dumb pigs scrape out paraffin (not used so much anymore because Drag Reduction 

Agents keep paraffin from building up)  
 

Drag Reduction Agents  
Added to oil to keep it flowing smoothly with less turbulence and friction  

Very long, thin chains of molecules which resist bending, and cut down turbulence 

Make it so that fewer pump stations and less frequent dumb pigs are needed  
 
Oil 

145°F in Prudhoe to 57.6°F in Valdez  
Moves 1.4 mph – Takes two weeks to get from PB to Valdez 
 

Pump Stations 
11 pump stations (12 were planned in original design but only 11 were built - because of 

advances in technology (drag reduction agents) during building of pipeline)  
As of 2014: PS 1,3,4,9 are pumping oil  

 
PS 5 (relief station)  
PS 7 – heating oil in the winter only  

 
Construction  

3 years 2 months  
Cost $8 billion (originally projected $900 million)  
Built in 6 sections by 5 different companies  
29 construction camps (varying size 112-1,600 beds)  
Max 28,072 employees at one time  
Around 70,000 employees involved over course of building  
7 lives lost during construction  

 
Spills  

Exxon Valdez  
10,920,000 gallons  

 
1. 1978—Steele Creek  

672,000 gallons  
Plastic explosives between Fairbanks and Livengood  
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Perpetrator was never caught but Phillip Martin Olson confessed in 2013, after 
statute of limitations had run out. 

 
2. 2001—Danny Lewis  

3000,000 gallons 
Shot pipeline with .338 near Livengood 
“drunk and ornery” 
$13 million cleanup 
~16 year prison sentence 
36 hours to shut down—in valley, far from valves 

 
3. 1979—MP 734  

168,000 
Hairline fracture 

 
4. 1980—Valdez terminal  

134,000 gallons 
Leaky valve 

 
5. 1977—Check Valve 7  

75,600 
Front-end loader ran into pipeline 

 
Yukon River 
 

Specs 
 

“Mighty Yukon”  
21st longest river in world, 5th longest river in North America  
5th highest volume of water of any river in the world (after Amazon, Mississippi, 

Missouri, St. Lawrence Seaway (Nile is 6th)  
Drains Brooks Range—Alaska Range—Bering Sea  
1/3 of Alaska’s water makes its way to Yukon River  
Runs east to west  
~2100-2300 miles long  
1300 miles across Alaska  
½ mile wide at bridge  
250 yards wide at Rampart Canyon to west  
20 miles wide in Yukon Flats (braided and spread out)  
20-70’ deep  
Flows at 5-8 miles per hour  
From bridge 500 miles upstream to Canada, 800 miles downstream to Bering Sea  

 
Bridge 
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E. L. Patton (President of Alyeska@ time of construction) bridge  
Built 1975  
6% grade  
24 hour surveillance by Doyon security (contracted to Alyeska) 
Wood planks lighter than other materials=heavy trucks 
Only bridge across Yukon in Alaska (there are 3 in Canada: one on Alaska Highway, one 

on Klondike Highway, and one in Whitehorse (plus a couple pedestrian bridges in 
Whitehorse) 

 
Solar Energy-Arctic 

  
No other place on earth where plants, animals, humans have to contend with such extremes 
 
“Colors”  

White: most of year  
Brown: 2-3 weeks  
Green: 70-80 days  
Red: 2-3 weeks 

 
Concepts 
 
During summer, most productive growing environment on earth: several months of summer 
support life for 365 days per year  
Fairbanks longest day 21:39; shortest 3:49  
Barrow May 10-Aug 2 sun  
At North Pole 

Dark from early October to Early March 
Twilight early March to March 21 (~2 weeks) 
Sun is up from March 21 to September 21 (Equinox to Solstice) 
Twilight from September 21 to early October (~2 weeks) 

At Equator 12 hours light/12 hours darkness every day  
 

Forest Types 
 

Boreal Forest - 7 types of trees north of Fairbanks:  
 

White Spruce  
Taller, healthy looking spruce  

 
Black Spruce  

Scrubby “Dr. Suess” or “Charlie Brown Christmas Tree” spruces  
 

Aspen  
White or greenish bark  
Bluish green or gray-green leaves  
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Tend to drop lowest branches  
 

Birch  
White, peeling bark  
Green-green or yellow-green leaves  
Fuller silhouette  

 
Balsam Poplar = Black Cottonwood  

Grow along drainages  
Brown bark which cracks as the tree ages  

 
Tamarack = Larch  

Only conifer that is deciduous: needled tree that sheds its needles every year (they 
turn yellow)  

Don’t see any on Dalton Highway, more common in Siberia  
 

Willow  
Many types, short “bushes” growing along the road  
Diamond willow not a type but caused by fungal attack on plant 

 
Alder 

Bush 
Reddish bark with white spots  
Have the tiny “cones”  

 
Taiga  

Transition zone between boreal forest and tundra 
Term used in different ways  
Generally, not tundra, but sparser boreal forest  
Discontinuous black spruce/dwarf birch forest with lots of muskeg  
 

Tundra  
Concept  

Treeless  
Occurs where trees can’t grow due to cold temperatures. This happens when 

average July temperature is less than 10°C (50°F) 
The 10°C isotherm can be due to altitude (altitudinal tree line or alpine tundra)  
Or latitude (latitudinal tree line or arctic tundra)  
Generally, temperature changes faster as you go up than as you go north, so 

altitudinal tree line is usually much more abrupt than latitudinal tree line  
The transition between boreal forest and tundra is many miles wide 

 
Plants  

There are different types of tundra, just like different types of forests  
Tussock tundra: dominated by cottongrass; often 90% of plant is in root system  
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Dwarf willow/dwarf birch tundra  
Wildflowers!!  

 
Climate Zones 
 

1. Maritime  
Southern Alaska  
50-200”, sometimes 400” precipitation per year  
Relatively cool summers  
Relatively warm winters  
Temperatures moderated and moisture provided by proximity to ocean  
Takes a lot more energy to heat water/more energy is released when water cools  

 
2. Transitional  

Transition between Maritime and Continental (south of AK Range and inland)  
 

3. Continental  
Interior Alaska 
15-25” precipitation per year  
HOT summers: record 100°F in Fort Yukon  
COLD winters: record -80°F Prospect Creek (actually have seen -82°F in Coldfoot, 

but not official weather station, probably even colder other places)  
No body of water to regulate temperature = extremes  

 
4. Arctic  

North of Brooks Range  
5” precipitation per year  
Cool summers  
Cold winters (not quite as cold as interior, but windier)  
Have ocean effect, but less flux than in Maritime because the Arctic waters are a 

lot colder—keep the temperature cool all the time 
Can get -140°F to -150°F wind chill 
Barrow 9.4°F average annual temperature 

 
Arctic Circle 
 

Imaginary Line 
66° 33’ North latitude (various sources = 66° 32’; 66.5°; 66° 33’ 44”) 
North of this line the sun comes up above the horizon at astronomical or solar midnight 

(1:48 during Daylight Savings Time; 12:48 otherwise) on the longest day of the year. 
Also, 24 hours during which the sun does not rise above horizon on shortest day of the year 

– NOT darkness! 
At sea level – one can see the midnight sun at lower latitudes by gaining elevation 
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Sun’s rays bend to the south when they enter Earth’s atmosphere. This means one can see the 
midnight sun at sea level even south of AC 

 
Animals 
  

Concerns?  
No reptiles in Arctic  
No poisonous/venomous animals in arctic  
No West Nile virus in Arctic (yet?)  

 
Concepts  

1. Wilderness in Balance  
Predator/prey relationship in balance  
Why we don’t see tons of moose in the road  

 
2. Wilderness  

ONLY road—“smart” animals keep away  
 

3. Land of Extremes  
Takes special traits to handle  
Lower biodiversity towards poles  

 
4. “Hungry Country”  

Even though it’s an incredibly productive environment in the summer, this 
productivity has to support animals all year  

 
Survival Strategies 
 

1. Migrate  
Birds from Arctic National Wildlife Refuge migrate to every continent 

Arctic Tern  
Migrate northernmost point of land to southernmost point of water each 

year  
That’s 22,000 round trip straight line but migration is actually about 2x 

that 
Usually live 25 years—that means in average lifetime, each tern migrates 1 

million kilometers—3 times the distance from the earth to the moon 
Bar-tailed Godwit – New Zealand – 11,680 miles non-stop 
Northern Wheatear – sub-Saharan Africa 
Golden Plover – Southern South America 
Yellow Wagtail – SE Asia/Australia 

 
2. Hibernate  

Hibernation is a spectrum of behaviors involving lowering metabolism to conserve 
energy  
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Bears  
Drop to 70-80% normal metabolism  
At end of summer weigh 3x as much as in spring  
Lethargic but not comatose 

 
Arctic Ground Squirrel  

1/20 metabolism  
Drop body temperature to 28°F  
Natural antifreeze  
Hibernate in cycles of 11 days to a couple weeks  
If they don’t come out of hibernation to take a nap, they will die of sleep 

deprivation  
Interesting to researchers:  

Cryogenics and space travel  
Stroke victims: lack of oxygen to brain (ground squirrels should have 

brain damage when they wake up, but they don’t)  
Weight control: when ground squirrels are between hibernation cycles, 

they don’t eat because of a hormone called Lepin which keeps them 
from feeling hungry  

 
Wood Frog  

ONLY arctic amphibian 
65% of body mass frozen – the rest protected by glucose (which lowers the 

freezing point 
Heart rate and breathing stop completely 

 
Arctic Wooly Bear Moth Caterpillar  

Insects hibernate too!  
This one has to consume enough energy to trigger metamorphosis  
If it doesn’t do so in one season, it hibernates  
Have been documented up to 3-4 years old. Species in Greenland can take 14 

years to mature! 
 

3. Adaptations  
a. Fur 

Wolves, wolverine, muskoxen 
b. Specialized fur 

Polar bear, caribou – hollow 
Caribou - stiff 

c. Noses 
Moose 

d. Capillaries 
Walrus, wolves, caribou 

e. Use of snow 
Microtenes 
Grouse/Ptarmigan 
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Moose 
 

Salmon 
 

Longest upriver run to spawning grounds of any fish in the world 
No hatcheries  
Hatch in Alaska and Canada…swim to sea…spend 3 to 7 years…smell their way 

home…sense of smell 10,000x that of humans  
At the Yukon River crossing, salmon are 800 miles from the sea and have not eaten since 

they left…in the south, salmon that travel 200 miles inland are rotten…the Yukon 
salmon are still good because they still have a thousand or more miles to go…omega-3 
fatty acids  

How do you catch them? Not with a pole—1. They aren’t eating…2. Water is too silty for 
them to see…use gill nets, fish wheels  

 
Types in Alaska 

King = Chinook  
Silver = Coho  
Chum = Dog  
Pink = Humpy  
Red = Sockeye  

 
Yukon River has four salmon runs:  

1. Kings (start around June 15)  
2. Chum (summer)  
3. Silver (fall)  
4. Chum (fall)  

 
Alaska Natives 
 

Overview 
 
Alaska Natives make up 16% of Alaska’s Population (710,231)  
Of that 16% 

16% Aleut 
55% Inuit = Eskimo 
29% Athabaskan and Interior 
Tlingit/Haida/Tsimshian – Southeast coast 
 
Tlingit/Haida 
 

50,000 – 15,000 years ago over Bering Land Bridge 
Traditional lifestyle 

Resource-rich natural environment allowed for growth of complex social 
structure and development of artistic tradition 
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Aleut/Inuit 
 

5,000 – 3,500 years ago by boat or on foot over winter ice 
Mostly coastal, hunt marine mammals 

 
Athabaskan 

11,000 – 19,000 years ago across Bering Land Bridge 
close relatives of Navajo, Apache 
Divided based on language groups: 11 in AK, 20 more in Canada 
Interior Alaska—focus on Koyukon Athabaskans 
 

Concept: some people lived 3 lifestyles in one lifetime, rapid change of a culture 
 
Prior to 1900: Nomadic Subsistence  

Spring…flats…waterfowl  
Summer...river…salmon  
Fall…moose  
Secondary: berries, caribou, small game 
 

 
After 1900: Subsistence  

Began to concentrate in villages 
Russian and Hudson Bay fur traders needed trading locations 
Miners (and mining support such as sternwheeler transportation) paid for services – 

hunting, woodcutting etc. 
Wild animal populations plummeted at turn of the century, at least partially in 

response to hunting pressure 
Cabin life, trap line, etc.  

 
Modern day  

More modern amenities  
Mixed cash/subsistence lifestyle  
No longer possible to be nomadic  
1. Land Claims 

Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act  
13 regional corporations  
Doyon—local…own Kantishna Roadhouse, catering/security services for pipeline, 
$300-600/year 

2. Hunting Regulations  
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Camp Guidelines 
 

Yukon River Camp Guideline 
 

Parking 

It is appropriate to let your guests disembark as close to the restaurant door as is practical, 
especially in inclement weather. After everyone is off your vehicle, please park it so that you 
are not blocking other customers from the parking spaces near the entrance. 

 

Bridge 

For security reasons, Alyeska does not like people on the bridge. For safety reason, NATC does 
not like our guests on the bridge. Please point out the dangers (of large vehicles and not much 
space, and of getting yelled at over the speakers) and ask your guests to refrain from walking 
up the bridge. 

 

Gratuities 

It is always good to tip Yukon River Camp coworkers. You can use the gratuities jar provided, 
but many guides like to leave a tip at the table. Doing so can serve as a hint to guests so that 
they remember. 
 
 
Pack it in, pack it out 
 
At all stops, make sure you have a garbage bag handy and ask your guests NOT to use the 
public garbage cans. Explain that it is expensive to maintain these remote refuse cans and we 
want to do our part to be responsible custodians of our environment. 
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